Change Competency accelerates your organization’s ability, knowledge and skills
to successfully manage change in a world where nothing stays the same.

3 Reasons to Build Change Competency
Adaptiveness to change has become an essential business skill as the occurrence and
pace of change continues to increase.

To achieve anticipated benefits from your change it’s important for everyone across the
organization to understand the purpose and value of change, their role in change, and how to
manage the challenges of change.

Transforming an organization requires engagement, and therefore competency, from
across the business.
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Accelerated Knowledge Builds Competency

Learn and Adjust
Implement and track
your competency

Identify Change
Levers and Plan
Utilize existing change
initiatives to build competency.
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Assess Organization
What is your organization’s
maturity level? How well
does it deal with change?

Define your Ideal
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Compare the gap between
current and ideal change
competency to understand
where change is needed

Accelerated Knowledge’s Education is a Differentiator
Accelerated Knowledge delivers role-based education designed to engage participants and
provide immediate application.
Leaders explore how to address change strategically, engaging proactively to ensure success,
while avoiding overmanaging the details. This empowers the project team and the business
to embrace change.
Changing people’s perception of change, is critical to building competency in a positive way.
We use gamification and ask both the Project Team and the Business to see change as an
adventure or challenge. The knowledge gained in seminar, is immediately applied with a
working session where teams draft a roadmap for their change.

Building Competency is Our Passion
We’ll work with you to develop and implement a plan that is tailored to your business, culture
and change competency needs.
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